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Abstract

In this paper we used the group theoretic method to obtain three
new classes of proper and improper partial bilateral generating functions
from given class of proper and improper partial bilateral generating
functions. First is a class of generating function involving Hermite and
Bessel polynomials. Second is involving Bessel and Jacobi polynomials.
Whereas, third is involving Hermite and Jacobi polynomials.
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1 Introduction

In a theoretical connection with the unification of generating functions has
great importance in the study of special functions. With the steps forward in
this directions has been made by some researchers [3, 4, 6, 15]. Also, the special
functions has great deal with applications in pure and applied mathematics.
They appears in different frameworks. They are often used in combinatorial
analysis [13], and even in statistics [9]. In his study Mukherjee [11] extend
the idea of bilateral generating function involving Jacobi polynomials derived
by Chongdar [7] and it has been well presented by group-theoretic method.
Also, he has been proved the existence of quasi bilinear generating function
implies the existence of a more general generating function. One may refer
an interesting article of Mujumdar [10] on bilateral generating functions. In
their paper [1], Alam and Chongdar obtained some results on bilateral and
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trilateral generating functions of modified Laguerre polynomials. Furthermore,
they made some comments on the results of Laguerre polynomials obtained by
Das and Chatterjea [8]. Further, Banerji and Mohsen [2] established a result
on generating relation involving modified Bessel polynomials.

In this paper we used the group theoretic method to obtain the new classes
of generating functions from a given class of generating function. First is the
class of generating function obtained from the given class of improper bilat-
eral generating function involving Hermite and Bessel polynomials. Second
is the class of generating function obtained from the given class of improper
partial bilateral generating function involving Bessel and Jacobi polynomials.
Whereas, third is obtained from the given class of improper bilateral generating
function of Hermite and Jacobi polynomials.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we give the brief introduction to Hermite, Bessel and Jacobi
polynomials. Also, we define the recently used terms proper and improper
partial bilateral generating functions.

The Hermit and Jacobi polynomials, as introduced by Rainville [12], are
defined as:

Hn(x) =

[ n
2
]∑

k=0

(−1)kn!(2x)n−2k

k!(n − 2k)!
,

P (α,β)
n (x) =

(1 + α)n

n!
2F1

(
−n, 1 + α + β + n; 1 + α;

1 − x

2

)
.

The Bessel polynomials, as introduced by Srivastava and Manocha [16], are
defined as:

Yn(x, α, β) = 2F0

(
−n, α + n − 1;−;−x

β

)
.

We consider the following partial differential operators (cf. [5, 11, 14]):

R1 = 2xz − z
∂

∂x
, (1)

R2 = y2t−1s
∂

∂y
+ ys

∂

∂t
+ yt−1s2 ∂

∂s
+ t−1s(β − y) (2)

and

R3 = (1 − u2)g−1h
∂

∂u
− h(u − 1)

∂

∂g
− (1 + u)g−1h2 ∂

∂h
− (1 + γ)(1 + u)g−1h.

(3)
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So that

R1

[
Hm+n(x)zm+n

]
= Hm+n+1(x)zm+n+1, (4)

R2

[
Yk+n(y, α, β)tαsk+n

]
= βYk+n+1(y, α − 1, β)tα−1sk+n+1, (5)

R3

[
P

(γ, μ)
m+n (u)gμhm+n

]
= −2(m + n + 1)P

(γ, μ−1)
m+n+1 (u)gμ−1hm+n+1. (6)

Consequently we have

exp(wR1)f(x, z) = exp(2wxz − w2z2)f(x − wz, z), (7)

exp(ξR2)f(y, t, s)

= (1 − ξyt−1s) exp(βξt−1s)f
(

y
1−ξyt−1s

, t
1−ξyt−1s

, s
1−ξyt−1s

)
(8)

and

exp(ηR3)f(u, g, h) =

(
g

g + 2ηh

)γ+1

f

(
ug + 2ηh

g + 2ηh
,
g(g + 2ηh)

g + 2ηh
,

gh

g + 2ηh

)
.

(9)

Now we define the recently used terms proper partial bilateral generating
relation and improper partial bilateral generating relation for two classical
polynomials introduced by Sarkar (cf. [14]).

Definition 2.1 Proper partial bilateral generating function for two classical
polynomials is the relation

G(x, z, w) =

∞∑
n=0

anwnp
(α)
m+n(x)q

(β)
m+n(z). (10)

Where the coefficients an’s are quite arbitrary, p
(α)
m+n and q

(β)
m+n are any two

classical polynomials of order (m+n) with the parameters α and β respectively.
(α and β are complex numbers, m is integer.)

Definition 2.2 Improper partial bilateral generating function for two clas-
sical polynomials is the relation

G(x, z, w) =

∞∑
n=0

anwnp
(α)
m+n(x)q

(β)
k+n(z). (11)

Where the coefficients an’s are quite arbitrary, p
(α)
m+n and q

(β)
m+k are any two clas-

sical polynomials of order (m+n) and (k +n) respectively with the parameters
α and β. (α and β are complex numbers and m, k are integers.)

In the following section we have obtained new classes of improper bilateral
generating functions for orthogonal polynomials.
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3 Improper Partial Bilateral Generating Func-

tions

In this section we have obtained new classes of improper partial bilateral gen-
erating functions for the orthogonal polynomials such as Hermite, Bessel and
Jacobi polynomials. First is improper partial bilateral generating function in-
volving the Hermite and Bessel polynomials. It is given in the form of theorem
3.1. Second is involving Bessel and Jacobi polynomials given in the form of
theorem 3.2, whereas the generating function involving the Hermite and Jacobi
polynomials is in the form of theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.1 If there exist the following class of improper partial bilateral
generating function for the Hermite and Bessel polynomials by means of the
relation

G(x, y, w) =

∞∑
n=0

anwnHm+n(x)Yk+n(y, α, β), (12)

where an’s are arbitrary, then the following relation is hold:

(1 − ξy)1−α−k exp (2wx − w2 + βξ)f
(
x − w, y

1−ξy
, wξ

1−ξy

)

=
∞∑

n,p,q=0

an
wn+pξn+q

p!q!
βqHm+n+p(x)Yk+n+q(y, α − q, β),

(13)

where |ξy| < 1. Equation (13) represents a new class of improper partial
bilateral generating function for Hermite and Bessel polynomials.

Theorem 3.2 If there exist the following class of improper partial bilateral
generating functions for the Bessel and Jacobi polynomials by means of the
relation

G(y, u, ξ) =
∞∑

n=0

anξnYk+n(y, α, β)P
(γ,μ)
m+n (u), (14)

where an’s are arbitrary, then the following relation is hold:

(1 − ξy)1−α−k exp (βξ)(1 + 2η)−(1+γ+m)G
(

y
1−ξy

, u+2η
1+2η

, ξη
(1−ξy)(1+2η)

)

=
∞∑

n,p,q=0

an
ξn+pηn+q

p!q!
(−2)qβp(m + n + 1)qYk+n+p(y, α − p, β)P

(γ,μ−q)
m+n+q (u),

(15)

where |ξy| < 1. Equation (15) represents a new class of improper partial
bilateral generating function for Bessel and Jacobi polynomials.
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Theorem 3.3 If there exist the following class of improper partial bilateral
generating functions for the Hermite and Jacobi polynomials by means of the
relation

G(x, u, w) =

∞∑
n=0

anwnHm+n(x)P
(γ,μ)
k+n (u), (16)

where an’s are arbitrary, then the following relation is hold:

(1 + 2η)−(1+γ+k) exp (2wx − w2)f
(
x − w, u+2η

1+2η
, wη

1+2η

)

=
∞∑

n,p,q=0

an
wn+pηn+q

p!q!
(−2)q(k + n + 1)qHm+n+p(x)P

(γ,μ−q)
k+n+q (u).

(17)

Equation (17) represents a new class of improper partial bilateral generating
function for Hermite and Jacobi polynomials.

Proof of the Theorem 3.1.
Let

G(x, y, w) =
∞∑

n=0

anwnHm+n(x)Yk+n(y, α, β), (18)

on multiplying both sides of above equation by zmtαsk, which gives us

zmtαskG(x, y, w) =
∞∑

n=0

anwnHm+n(x)zmYk+n(y, α, β)tαsk. (19)

Now replacing w by wξzs in (19), we get

zmtαskG(x, y, wξzs) =

∞∑
n=0

an(wξ)nHm+n(x)zm+nYk+n(y, α, β)tαsk+n. (20)

Applying the results in (4), (5), (7) and (8) to equation (20) we obtain

(1 − ξyt−1s)1−α−k exp (2wxz − w2z2 + βξt−1s)zmtαsk

×f
(
x − w, y

1−ξyt−1s
, wξzs

1−ξyt−1s

)

=

∞∑
n,p,q=0

an
wn+pξn+q

p!q!
βqHm+n+p(x)Yk+n+q(y, α − q, β)zm+n+ptα−qsk+n+q.

(21)

Finally, when putting z = t = s = 1 in the above equation (21), we arrive at
the result (13).

Remark 1 The proofs of theorems 3.2 and 3.3 are similar to that of theorem
3.1.

In the following section we have obtained the new class of proper partial bi-
lateral generating functions.
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4 Particular Cases:

It may be of special interest to point out that, for k = m, the above theorems
(3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) become a nice class of generating functions forms proper
bilateral generating functions. We state these results in the form of following
corollaries:

Corollary 4.1 If there exist the following class of (proper) partial bilateral
generating function for the Hermite and Bessel polynomials by means of the
relation

G(x, y, w) =
∞∑

n=0

anwnHm+n(x)Ym+n(y, α, β), (22)

where an’s are arbitrary, then the following general class of generating function
is hold:

(1 − ξy)1−α−m exp (2wx − w2 + βξ)f
(
x − w, y

1−ξy
, wξ

1−ξy

)

=
∞∑

n,p,q=0

an
wn+pξn+q

p!q!
βqHm+n+p(x)Ym+n+q(y, α − q, β),

(23)

where |ξy| < 1.

Corollary 4.2 If there exist the following class of (proper) partial bilateral
generating function for the Bessel and Jacobi polynomials by means of the
relation

G(y, u, ξ) =

∞∑
n=0

anξnYm+n(y, α, β)P
(γ,μ)
m+n (u), (24)

where an’s are arbitrary, then the following general class of generating function
is hold:

(1 − ξy)1−α−m exp (βξ)(1 + 2η)−(1+γ+m)G
(

y
1−ξy

, u+2η
1+2η

, ξη
(1−ξy)(1+2η)

)

=
∞∑

n,p,q=0

an
ξn+pηn+q

p!q!
(−2)qβp(m + n + 1)qYm+n+p(y, α − p, β)P

(γ,μ−q)
m+n+q (u),

(25)

where |ξy| < 1.
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Corollary 4.3 If there exist the following class of (proper) partial bilat-
eral generating function for Hermite and Jacobi polynomials by means of the
relation

G(x, u, w) =

∞∑
n=0

anwnHm+n(x)P
(γ,μ)
m+n (u), (26)

where an’s are arbitrary, then the following general class of generating function
is hold:

(1 + 2η)−(1+γ+m) exp (2wx − w2)f
(
x − w, u+2η

1+2η
, wη

1+2η

)

=

∞∑
n,p,q=0

an
wn+pηn+q

p!q!
(−2)q(m + n + 1)qHm+n+p(x)P

(γ,μ−q)
m+n+q (u).

(27)
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